
BEIJING: The death toll from the novel
coronavirus surged past 800 in mainland
China yesterday, overtaking global fatali-
ties in the 2002-03 SARS epidemic, even
as the World Health Organization said the
outbreak appeared to be stabilizing. With
89 more people dying - most in Hubei, the
province at the centre of the outbreak -
the toll is now higher than the 774 killed
worldwide by Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS), according to official
figures.

The latest data came after the WHO said
the last four days had seen “some stabiliz-
ing” in Hubei, but warned the figures can
still “shoot up”. Almost 37,200 people in
China have now been infected by the virus,
believed to have emerged late last year in
Hubei’s capital Wuhan, where residents are
struggling to get daily supplies because of
sweeping transport restrictions and instruc-
tions to stay inside.

The epidemic has prompted the govern-
ment to lock down whole cities as anger
mounts over its handling of the crisis -
especially after a whistleblowing doctor fell
victim to the virus. With much of the coun-
try still not back at work after an extended
Lunar New Year holiday, cities including
financial hub Shanghai ordered residents to
wear masks in public. 

Michael Ryan, head of the WHO’s Health
Emergencies Program, said the “stable
period” of the outbreak “may reflect the
impact of the control measures.” While the

death toll has climbed steadily, new cases
have declined since Wednesday’s single-
day peak of nearly 3,900 people nation-
wide. Yesterday, the number of new cases
was just over 2,600.

Public anger 
Millions of people are under lockdown in

Hubei in a bid to stop the virus spreading.
“The local government asked people to stay
at home as much as possible, but there is
not enough goods in shops each time we
get there, so we have to go out frequently,”
said a woman surnamed Wei, who told AFP
her husband was infected. Wang Bin, from
the ministry of commerce, said challenges
included poor logistics, price increases and
labor shortages. “It is difficult for the mar-
ket supply to reach normal levels,” he
admitted at a press conference yesterday.

In Hubei province there is five days of
guaranteed pork and egg supplies, and
three days of vegetables, he said. Melissa
Santos, a student from the Dominican
Republic living in Wuhan, said she planned
to go out to buy food for the first time in a
week yesterday. “I am a bit worried,” she
said. “I have read that the virus can be
transmitted very fast, in a few seconds.”
China drew international condemnation for
covering up cases during the SARS out-
break, whereas the measures it has taken
this time have been praised by the WHO.

But anger erupted on social media after
the death of a Wuhan doctor who police

silenced when he flagged the threat of an
emerging virus in December. The doctor,
34, died early Friday, after contracting the
virus from a patient. Chinese academics
were among those angered by his death,
with at least two open letters posted on
social media demanding more freedoms.
“Put an end to the restrictions on freedom
of speech,” one letter demanded.

‘Percolating along’ 
Beijing responded by sending its anti-

graft body to launch an investigation,
attempting to ease the anger. But Ian Lipkin
- a professor at Columbia University who
worked with China on the SARS outbreak -
said earlier intervention could have made a
key difference. “This virus was percolating
along without anyone realizing it was
there,” he said.

If the quarantine measures have been
effective, the epidemic should peak within
the next fortnight, Lipkin added - but he
warned there is also the risk of a “bump”
in numbers when people return to work.
“If, in fact, the methods for containment
have been adequate or effective at all... I
think we will start to see some dramatic
reduction in China around the third week
of February,” he said. Lipkin also said
warmer weather would help to slow the
number of cases.

Global fears 
Wuhan has converted public buildings

into makeshift medical centers, and built
two new field hospitals. But Wuhan resident
Chen Yiping told AFP her 61-year-old
mother has severe symptoms and is still
waiting for a hospital bed because there are
“there are too many people in need of
treatment”. The first foreign victim in China
was confirmed this week when an American
diagnosed with the virus died in Wuhan.

The only fatalities outside the mainland
have been a Chinese man in the Philippines

and a 39-year-old man in Hong Kong.
Several countries have banned arrivals from
China while major airlines have suspended
flights. Air China announced Saturday it
would cancel some of its flights to the US
including from Beijing to New York and
Washington. Sixty-four people on board
the Diamond Princess cruise ship off
Japan’s coast have tested positive, with all
passengers told to stay inside their cabins
to prevent further infection. — AFP 

BEIJING: The death of a whistleblowing
doctor who was reprimanded for warning
about the new coronavirus has sparked rare
calls for political reform and free speech in
China. Li Wenliang, an ophthalmologist in
Wuhan-ground zero of China’s virus epi-
demic which has killed more than 800 - suc-
cumbed to the disease Friday over a month
after he first raised alarm about the SARS-
like virus. He was among eight physicians
punished by Wuhan police for “rumor-mon-
gering”. But after his death struck a collective
nerve, a number of academics have spoken
up to demand more freedoms in China.

At least two open letters demanding free
speech have circulated on social media since
the 34-year-old’s death-one signed by 10
professors in Wuhan. Li’s efforts “vigorously
maintained the interests of the country and
society”, read that letter, which has since
been censored on Weibo, China’s Twitter-like
social media site. “Put an end to the restric-
tions on freedom of speech,” it demanded,

and “openly apologise” to Li and the seven
other doctors punished for discussing the
emergence of the virus in December.

The other letter-signed on Friday by an
anonymous group of alumni from the presti-
gious Tsinghua University in Beijing-called
on authorities to “guarantee the constitution-
al rights of citizens”. “Resolutely oppose
making political security the top priority-that
is an extremely selfish goal of a small organi-
zation!” it said. The letters are a rare call for
political reform in China, a country where
dissidents are often jailed and criticism of the
government is quickly scrubbed. Many refer-
ences to the two letters had been removed
from Weibo.

‘Law-breaking actions’ 
While the World Health Organization and

other experts have heaped praise on China,
saying it took decisive steps to try to contain
the virus, critics say precious time was lost
by early inaction from the local government.

Li-diagnosed with the virus on February 1 -
said in a Weibo post in late January that local
police had forced him to sign a statement
agreeing not to commit any more “law-
breaking actions”.

He said police had summoned him after he
saw test results from some patients suggest-
ing a SARS-like virus and reminded col-
leagues in a group chat to take stronger pre-
cautions. Since his death, Beijing has sought
to quell public anger by positioning the doc-
tor as a hero. Criticism is being deflected
towards local authorities in Hubei province
who are taking the bulk of public anger over
the handling of the epidemic.

China’s anti-graft watchdog announced
Friday it was sending a team to Wuhan where
it would investigate “issues involving Dr Li
Wenliang reported by the masses”. “It sends
a clear message that the central authorities
are determined to get to the truth and hold
those responsible accountable,” said the
state-run China Daily newspaper in an edito-
rial on Friday. Meanwhile Cui Tiankai, China’s
ambassador in the United States, said he was
“really saddened” by the doctor’s death. “We
are so grateful to him for what he has done in
our joint efforts” fighting the virus, Cui
tweeted. — AFP 
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SHANGHAI: A man wearing a protective facemask jumps as other people walk on an overpass in Lujiazui financial district in Pudong in Shanghai. — AFP photos

Coronavirus death toll surges past 800 
Virus deaths overtake global fatalities in 2002-03 SARS epidemic

HONG KONG: People wearing protective face masks cross a street in Hong Kong yes-
terday, as a preventative measure after a coronavirus outbreak which began in the
Chinese city of Wuhan. — AFP 

MILTON KEYNES: A convoy of coaches carrying British nationals evacuated from
Wuhan in China amid the novel coronavirus outbreak, arrives at Kents Hill Park con-
ference centre and hotel in Milton Keynes yesterday, where they will be kept in iso-
lation and monitored for 2019-nCoV strain of the virus. 

Death of whistleblower ignites
calls for political reform in China


